
Beginning in 2006, then president of Mexico Felipe 
Calderon, announced that the federal government  
would begin to dismantle and disrupt Mexico’s largest 
drug trafficking organizations, commonly referred to 
as “cartels”.   The ensuing years of police and military 
action against the cartels combined to became 
Mexico’s most violent decade since the end of the 
Mexican Revolution.  From 2006 until 2016, more than 
110,000 Mexicans died in cartel-related homicides. 

Various data were used in order to spatially 
correlate the role of cartel activity, specifically 
cartels active within the same municipalities, 
and cartel-related deaths across Mexico.  
While cartel activities and patterns are difficult to 
track and analyze, data that geo-references cartel 
activities on a national level has become increasingly 

available.  Data distilled from a 2010 Google News 
analysis by Harvard researchers (Coscia & Rios, 2012), 
has allowed the mapping of cartel presence (and 
conflict with others cartel) in any of the over 3,000 
municipalities nationwide.  Using this data, an analysis 
of the most “contested” regions was created, using 
both normalization of numbers by land area and kernel 
density analysis, in order to delineate a “contested area”.
The sprawl of “contested areas”, or areas 
where more than one cartel is active, grows 
dramatically between 2004 and 2010.  

2008 was considered by many social scientists and 
journalists as Mexico’s bloodiest year, thus the 2008 
“contested area” result was used to  spatially analyze 
and compare drug-related murders from the same 
year.  A strong spatial correlation was found between 

murders and areas where cartel competition was 
highest. Lastly, the urban context is analyzed, as a large 
percentage of Mexico’s cities are conflated in these 
areas of cartel activities is clearly visible. All major 
cities are located within the boundaries of the 2008 
“contested area”,  experiencing high levels of violence 
and drug-related murders during this time period.

GIS analysis of conflict areas will continue to have 
an impact on how policy and cooperation between 
government agencies are shaped in the coming years.  
Additionally, the continuing analysis of non-traditional 
web-derived spatial data will indeed be a powerful tool 
alongside traditional forms of data and spatial analysis.     

MEXICO’S VIOLENT & CONTESTED TERRITORIES
Areas within the republic with increasing drug trafficking organization activity and spatial correlation 
with drug-related murders between 2004 - 2010

2004: Before President Felipe Calderon’s declarion of action 
against cartels, most activity is centered near Mexico City.  

2007: A year after the declaration against the cartels, violence and 
cartel activity begins to expand to most of central Mexico and near 
areas of interests to cartels, especially ports and border areas. 

2008: Following one of the bloodiest chapters  of the “drug war” 
in 2007, cartel activity increases to Culiacan, Guadalajara, Acapulco 
and Merida. 

2010: Four years after Calderon’s policy, and with over 110,000 
casualties nationwide, cartels operate in every major Mexican city.    
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2008: Drug related murders with a spatial overlap of the “contested area” between cartels from same year, along with major Mexican cities.  
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